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Fifth Third Bank makes foundation grants to SSU
tewart Greenlee,
CEO and President of Fifth
Third Bank of
Southern Ohio presented
Shawnee Stat~ University
President Clive Veri with a
check for $25,000, the first
installment of a $100,000
grant paid out over four
years from the Charles E.
Schell Foundation. The
money will be used to
make interest free loans to
SSU students for the cost
oftheir education.
"This is really a wonderful program, 11 said Veri.
11
According to the criteria
established by Mr. Schell,
students receiving this
award should be pursuing

r

Jfr".....

a 'practical' education.

J

Part of the mission of SSU
is to prepare students to.
have the skills and the .
knowledge necessary for a
career in the field of their
choice. We specialize in
'practical' education.11
(continued on page 8)

L to R: Carolynne Curtiss, Assistant Vice President and Portsmouth Banking Center Manager; Stuart Greenlee, President and CEO Fifth Third
Bank; Dr Clive Veri, SSU President; Joe Sinith, Public Funds Officer
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· ·. _ _pr. Beckett goes to China - Page 4 ---

Today's Blue Lighf Special: Safety! SSU hosts 3rd Annual

which box the call was made from · activated, its number automatiby way of a digital monitoring cally comes up.
1y students may system. Each box is assigned a
There are currently three
have noted the number and whenever the box is working call boxes, one in front
new boxes on the
:poles that,linethe
main walkway. Although these
contraptions resemble blue light
specials, they do have a purpose:
they are security call boxes~ If a
person is in distress, ali they need
to do is push the big red button
and a call will go directly to
Security, according to Bill
Pennington, a security officer at
Shawnee State University. There
is an intercom so that a student
can talk directly to the officer on
duty. Whether the officer is in the
Security office or on patrol, they
will be able to respond to the call1
and even ifthe person leaves or
doesn't speak, the officer can tell
Onf of three security boxes located on the center walkway

By Wren Ferrel.1.

EnvironMENTAL Fair

ofthe James A. Rhodes Athletic
Center, the library, and the gravel
parking lot. However, there are
ore than 3,000
plans for two more boxes to be
sixth-grade stuset up elsewhere on campus.
dents and teachThe boxes were set up
ers from 35
Monday, April 21, by University
Information Systems and are now schools ·in southern Ohio and
northern Kentucky will visit the
in working order.
There is one drawback to the Shawnee State University camnew system. If there are prank pus in Portsmouth to particicalls, Security will not be able to pate in the third annual
distinguish them from real distress EnvironMENTi\L Fair, being

schools include Bloom Middle,

Dry Rwi Elementary, Friendship

Elementary, Grant, Green
Elementary, Harding, Harvest
Christian Academy, McKinley
Middle, Minford Middle,
Nauvoo Elementary, Northwest
Middle, Notre Dame, Oak Intermediate, Rubyville Elementary,
Scioto Christian, Valley Middle

calls. If it is responsibly used, held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., on and Wheelersburg Elementary.

however, the call box system will Thursday.May 15, 1997.
The fair provides a fun and
More than 1,300 of those stimulating atmosphere in which
add a new dimension of safety to
attending will be coming from to raise student awareness of
the SSU campus.
schools in Scioto County. These
(coniinued page 4) .
(ph_oto by Wren Ferrell)
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An e_
Xpanded ·university requires expanded parking
by William Cassidy
UC Assist:an t: Edi tor

Shawnee State University is
really growing!
More and more students are
streaming in to take advantage of
the increased educational opportunities now available on campus.
Increased revenue from tuition
and generous grants from such
people as James D. Kricker and
businesses as Fifth Third Bank
have made possible the great
expansiOJ?. SSU has seen this
year. New buildings and walkways' have been constructed, .
along with such fancy amenities

as emergencytelephones, stained
bricks, and light poles.
Why, then, can I find no
#@%&! place to park?!
Shawnee has and continues to
be predominately a commuter
campus. Most students, faculty
and administrators drive their cars
in order to get here. Therefore,
increased enrollment equals more
parked cars. More parked cars
should equal more parking
spaces, but this has not really
occurred. As a result, people are
forced to resort to parking in
nonexistent spaces, parking in
driveways, parking in fire lanes,
illegally parking 4'1 ''handicapped

only" spaces, double parking, or, for the Arts during a play or
Heaven forbid, parking in the concert. The blacktopped
no-man's land parking lot adja- Punnent's Square known as the
Center's parking
cent to the UC.
How can I get to
lot is hardly big
enough to serclass on time if I
have to drive
vice all those arts
around for a half
patrons as wel1
as SSU's growhour looking for a
ing cadre ofarts
parking place, then
students. Even
walk another 15
MY
minutes to get to
the neglected lot
TWO
the classroom?
ofthe Office AnAnd what about
nex was packed
CENTS
t{ying to find a
dwing the recent
parking place during an on- "Wl7'Md ofOz" showing, making
campus event? Heaven help you it doubly difficult for us Chronicle
ifyou have a class in the Center staffers to reach our Office
-

Annex office and produce the
newspaperyou'rereading.
· The Center pr9vides the best
example ofinsufficient parking on
campus. People routinely park
in the adjacent lot ofMid-To~
Pharmacy (which isn't fair to its
customers), and risk being towed.
Otherselecttoparldnunmarked
spaces, acquiring tickets and
making it nearly impossible for
legally parked cars to get out of
the lot.
It seems to me that ifSSU can
spend several million dollars to
stain bricks on Massie Hall's
exterior or construct a huge arts
center, it could at least shell out a

couple bucks to build a bigg
parking lot. Maybe the existinJ
gravel lots could be paved
though this will probably not haQ
pen in our academic lifetime.
parking garage would be eve
better, but even though a lot o
talk has been heard about buil
ing one someday, it's not here y
In the meantime, we are fo1:9
to contend with automobiles pil
on top ofeach other like Mate~
box cars. However, even tho~
the parking situation is less thru
ideal, try to resist the temptati01
to park illegal1y. It's not fair
the rest ofus and you'll probabl
get a ticket anyway.

-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

''Students First?'' a·nd the ''Clock'' strikes -b ack

We are writing in regards to a
recent incident on campus.
Recently, the STUDENT Programming Board used side walk
chalk to promote an upcoming
student event. The advertising
was done on the side walk and
stairs leading up {o the library.
The chalk Was non-toxic. It was
your average water soluble
children's chalk that can be
bought in any toy store. It was a
great way to inform students of
upcoming events, since most
students dts'i\'o\p~y'~tteitUoh to
bulletin boards and several do not
have e-mail. Although there was
a GREAT deal of positive
feedback from students and
faculty, one person seemed to
dislike the idea.
On Tuesday, April 15~ 1997,
David Gleason, Director of
Facilities, burst into the Office of
Student Activities and demanded
that the chalk be removed immediately. His argument was that
there was construction going on
around the sidewalk and that it
was still new. Our response was
that the chalk comes off easily
with water, and was completely
gone the next day after it rained.
We do not see a problem with
using the chalk on the sidewalks
around campus. The Student
Programming Board spends.
money on events for the student,
yet they are restricted in their advertising endeavors. Since the
University's motto is STUDENTS FIRST, ancfthis is an
organi7.ation for the students, the
students should be allowed to be
heard!
Sarah Bramblette
Melanie Kimble

Dear Sarah and Melanie,
I can see both sides of this
issue: Student organizations
want to get their events advertised to the students, and
certain members ofthe administration want to keep SSU
from being covered with "graffiti. " Since washable chalk was
indeed used/or the notices. and
since they were placed on an
area ofhigh pedestrian traffic,
frankly I cannot see what the
problem is.
After gettingyour letter, I did
some checking for opinions on
this matter and it seems that as
long as spray paint is not used,
chQlk only on the sidewalks is
not a bad idea.

Before getting too involved
with this point; I should point
out that using the sidewalks and
steps for student activity
related messages seems to be
okay, but not for the typical
"Dempsey O Berth(]" or
"Dumb Donald is Dumb!"
graffiti. And to clarify any
problems, I recommend telling
everyone involved what is
going on so they don't spray it
off (This also applies to hanging signs on the bulletin boards
only to have them ripped down
because of nor going th,,/Jugh

llie propeY 'chti1fMlftif..1'88h1

know if there is a policy written on this subject, but tellyour
advisor and make sure Dr.
Gleason and Dan Young ofFacilities know about the placement ofsidewalk messages, in
case they have constructionrelatedplans that may interfere
with your "chalk-advertising."

To Those This Should Coocem,
I am writing to address the
inconvience which is being
imposed upon the students of
Shawnee State University every
friday evening. As a student
myself, I find it difficult to understand, as well as disrespectful,
that the universities policy makers can find it acceptable to close
the library at 5 P.M. on a weekday. The Shawnee State University library is not a buisness, nor
is it a state or federal office. It is
however a neccesary ~ervice to
the student body, supported by
the _student's tuition and, expected
by the students to reflect this.
Unfortunately this is not the case.
Every Friday at five o'clock,
students are promptly and
abruptly hustled out ofthe library
by the employees asking them to
leave as they shut down the lights
and computers. I realize this is
their job and do not wish to
offend or question their actions.
I do, however, wish to question
this policy. A policy such as this
is particulmy disturbing considering the recent tuition hike
announcment. What is our money
being spent on? Rebricking a
building and a new landscape are
wonderful improvements, but not
at the expense of the students'
ability to use the fucilities for which
they are paying. This policy is a
bad idea and should be reconsider-ed since it constricts those
students who may work or have
afternoon classes on friday. I
would rather know that my tuition

money is being spent wisely, such
as to support payroll to keep the
library open longer on Friday, if
that is the problem, rather than on
thin~ which might be considered
frivolous or unneccessary. I
understand the short hours on
Saturday and SlBlday, but not on
Friday. While I may not know
the financial or technical operations ofthe university, I do ·know
when it seems that I am getting
the short end ofthe stick.
Sincerely,
Jaime Tuggle

your wholeJife-stylejust to go
to the library, but my only
suggestion to you is to either
follow the posted times, or
raise enough needfor better or
extended hours to warrant the
change. After all, books are a
great thing.
Mack

Dear Editor,
I am writing you this letter concerning the Classic Comer piece
on page three ofvol. 10/issue 14
ofthe University Chronicle.
I realize that everyon~s
Dear Jaime,
en~tled their own opinion, so I am
This is a good point ofhow going to take a stand with mine,
SSU is supposed to be operat- and defend Stanley Kubrick's
ing according to the motto: adaptation of the book Clock·"Students First. " I too have work Orange.
fallen victi~ ofplanning ahead
The movie "A Clockwork
to do research for class or for Orange" is by no means garbage,
fun only to arrive as the doors the whole point behind showing
are being /o'cked.
theextrerrieviolencewastoshow
But, the library does post howbadtheyouthsactuallywere.
hours and /was asked to print Whatthetreatmentdidtohimwas
them in every issue of this takeawayhisfreewill,hecouldn't
paper until the end ofthe year even defend himselfagainst his
and will continue to do so. attackers, which leaves us with a
Looking at the schedule, Fri- questiondidhispunishmep.tequal
day hours are from 7:45 a.m. his crimes? Of course it did!
to 5 p.m., which is ten hours. However it also addresses the
Monday through Thursday it is question of whethe~ or not there
open for I 4 hours, Saturday is a sure fire way to rehabilitate
and Sunday it's open eight • prisoners in the current system.
hours. This usually gives Themovieanswersthatforusas
students enough time to do well ,no, there is not.
research and, in some extreme
I believe Mr. Kubrick did a
cases, spend all day long on fine job adapting the book Clockchatlines. (Something I {lo regu- work Orange to the screen, and
larly, but not in th.e library to this day there are references
where others need the comput- · to the movie in our culture, for
ersfor research.)
instance Bart Simpson dresses up
However, I do agree that the as Alex one Halloween, and
Friday night hours should be when his dog disappears Mr.
extended to allow for the Bumsusesthesarnebiainwashschedule ofcommuter students. ingtechniquetoassimilatehim into
During Finals Week, the library an attack dog. I can even recall
is open until midnight from Annie Lennox using Alex as .a
Monday through Thursday, a character in one of her-videos.
schedule that was adopted How can someone completely
about two years ago.
write offa movie that had such a
To extend the hours requires substantial impact on today's
more people to work them. society.
SSU has an abundance of
I dont see how you can call
students willing to w~rk in any the creator/ writers of one of
location. Every department today's best loved cartoon farnihas positions open.for the most lies a loser, but, like I stated that's
part. The problem is money. your opinion, and the last time I
Right now a lot ofmoney is be- checkedwestillliveinasemi-free
ing channeled into completing society.
Massie Hall and the rest ofthe
Like I originally stated everycampus grounds. (Frankly, I one is entitled to their owq opin.:
think the new staining job on ions and that is mine. Before you
Massie, though necessary.for reviewanothermoviepleaseta.ke
preservation purposes, makes the time to break it down, in my
it look like a big Duracel bat- opinion movies ·are like books,
tery, complete with copper top.) you can't read a book and pick
I'm not telling you to .change out the bad points, complain, then

write it off as bad without first the movie is filled with violen
thinking about the slory as -end nudity but most fihns now
not seem to make violence
a whole. ·
gleeful as when Alex was doin
Jennifer
his lovely "Singing in the Rain" ·
By the way, Alex stopped sing
Jennifer,
Well, we all know that many ing so he could rape the old man
people think Bart Simpson is wife. Next time you decide yo
the "Great American Cultural are going to review a movie, n
Icon, " but we never said any- matter how much you feel
thing at all about him in our sucks, make sure to at least pa_
review, and I am pretty certain attention.
Stanley Kubric;k had nothing at Danielle.
all to do with "The Simpsons. "
That was Matt Groening's cre- Dear Danielle,
ation, and though we really
It amazes me that thoug
enjoy "The Simpsons, "we still Hale-Bopp may strike Earth
hated this· movie.
any minute and that cutti~
Speaking of Kubrick, we down one more tree will stop a
never called him a bad direc- life as we know it, that you a
tor, we just said he missed on obsessed with the "oversights,
this particular movie. We loved we allegedly made in reviewin
"Dr. Str.angelove," "The Shin- this piece of filth . It als
ing," and •:2001, "and we said amazes me that we are gettin4
so in the review. In fact, we more complaints about our "
even featured "Strangelove"" in Clockwork Orange" revie
than any other story th
Classics Corner in Issue 9.
Your points about crime and appeared in the Chronicle.
punishment are well taken, ~ut
I suppose it never occurre
just because a movie raises to you that the whole point
questions about an issue doesn't the movie is well beyond the di
make it good. Likewise, just ferences ofopinion as to whi
because a movie is referenced soundtrack should be play
in popular culture is no proof during a violent scene. Instea
of its greatness. People talk the point of the movie was t
about- "Ishtar" and "Plan 9 assimilation of a violent cha
from Outer Space" a lot and acter into society by way ,
neither jifm ·was particularly sacrifi~ing free will. Ma/coli
entertaining. Sorry, but if a McDowell is a great actor in
movie annoys us while we own right. Stanley Kubrick
watch it, we aren't going to a great director in his O'l-li
right. I'm sure that everyo
think it's well done!
True, William and I only involved with this movie
watched the movie one time their great qualities but t
and there is a reason for that; movie was just simply a b~
one time was all we could take adaptation of the book. To
fair, however, books are a/mo
of the movie.
ps: Actually, we are a little always better than movies.
more fre e than most p eople·
One other thing: Next tin
you decide you are going
think.
send a letter to us, no ma
Mack
how much you feel it sue
Dear People.
make sure to at least pay atte
It amazes me that although tion to·the punctuation.
you took the time to view the Mack
movie Clockwork Orange, it
•
•
•
•
Editor's note. . .
seems that you didn't bother to
pay attention very well. The only Remember, letters to be printed in !
section are printed exactly as we
music that was played during them. Please make sure you ch
Alex's treatment was during the for spelling and grammatical err
Nazi scene and whatever your before sending. -Macie
•
view of upbeat is, it is doubtful
•
•
•
Policy
Goodness:
The Univei
that Beethoven's 9th is very
Chronicle is the official student
upbeat. Alex stated himselfdur- newspaper of Shawnee State Unive
ing his cries to turn it off that it You can't lose when you choose to
the news and views of the students.
was Ludwi~ 9th in the 4th move- that's what we do. Views expres
ment. You also failed to mention within these pages could be. but
again. may not be the vi ews of
·the irony ofthe beatin~ Alex got Chronicle staff or the adviser.
from the same people he beat we're happy to print letters and n
releases we receive, we reserve the
before going to jail. Of course not to print them, so there!
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''RICKEY'' comes home

•
•
0
°•
C{assics Corner
•
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•

farmer; we judged people by
work, not color. I thought of
The strength ofthe people of
baseball as an art form so it should
overlook color. I foWtd out that
Scioto CoWlty was brought to
wasn't true."
light on Saturday, April I 01 at the
Vern Riffe Center for the Arts,
The audience felt the pain in
when the one man play RICKEY
the comments made and thoughts
came to the stage.
that came out. Admiration for
The play center~
both Robinson
aroWtd the legendary
and Rickey, the
man who stood
Branch Rickey, a
behind him, was
Scioto CoWlty native
displayed in their
and the man who
made baseball what it
response. Rickey
is today. Geoffrey
stated that baseNelson playedthe title
ball, once it ,started
role. Nelson is a
working with
Frl'sh from successful performances at t tie
native of Maine but
Robinson instead
BaSl'h.ill Hall of rame In Cooperstown and the
.J,1ckll' Robinson Conference In Brooklyn. New
presently resides in
of against him,
York. Jerry Holts Rickey.staning Geoff Nelson.
Grandview, a suburb
became ethically,
returns for a special one-night performance.
of Colwnbus, Ohio.
morally and
spiri-•
1
He is the founder and
tually ahead ofthe
director of the Conrest ofthe world in
temporary American
regard to equality. ·
Theater Company.
The audience
Nelson look~d
gave a standing
comfortable in the role
ovation at the end
ofRickey. Hehadthe
oftheplaywhich
Saturd ay, April 19, 1997
brought out both
house lights brought
8:00p.m.
up and down as he
V.-r n Riffe Center for the Arts
G~offrey Nelson
incorporated the au- Tlc.:kets: $15.00 (lower tier) • $10.00 (upper tier)• $5.00 (student) and the play's
dience into the feel of ' - - - -- -'_'""'_"'_·11_• · 1"''_1" _'""_'·'_1• 1_" "'_"'1_1Y°"'
_ ,..,,.,.
_ ,,._,..."_'<1._
""_
" ' _ _ ___, author, Dr. Jerry
theplaythroughconHolt. Holt apversation and humor. The crowd fusing, we call our five daughters plauded Nelson's efforts, then
warmed to the character and 'the boys!"'
applauded the audience because
The
second
act
recreates
the
responded with laughter and love
"This is the dirt which grew a man
ofboth the sport and the area.
steps taken to get Jackie like Branch Rickey." Rickey was
The first act ofthe play tells of Robinson, a black man, into the truly a man Portsmouth and
Rickey's life in a poor dirt farm- world of baseball--big league the Scioto County area can
ing family in the area ofDuckRWl. style. Rickey said,. "1 was a dirt be proutj of.

RICKEY'S
A HIT!

1
_

1

O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O

There is descriptive language that
paints a picture of the Scioto
County valley so vivid that
anyone can see it. Rickey talks
of "mother" during this part and
soon the audience finds out that
"mother1' is his wife June. He
says, "Andifyouthinkthat'scon-

by Judy Wil.son

----------------------------·
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Movies, etc.
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SPACEBALLS: THE REVIEW
by William Cassidy and

Mack Shel. ton

Sure, this movie may not
really have "cult" status yet, but
its popularity among sci-ti buffs
qualifies it for a review.
"Spaceballs," Mel Brooks'
sarcastic look at science fiction
movies, seems destined to
become aclassic.
In this movie, Mel Brooks
boldly goes where many other
movies have gone before, but
does so a lot better than other scifi/comedy films. "Star Trek,"
"Star Wars," "Planet of the
Apes"-all the sacred names of
science fiction, as well as the
popular fantasy of "The Wi:zarcl
of Oz" are lampooned in
"Spaceballs." Nothing is safe
from Brooks' satire.
Essentially, the plot can be
summed up thusly: the evil
Spaceballs, led by Dark Helmet
(Rick Moranis) are after the
atmosphere ofPlanet Druidia In
order to obtain the secret code
of the planet's air shield, they
kidnap the Druish Princess Vespa
(Daphne Zuniga) and her robot,
Dot Matrix (voice of Joan
Rivers). Then, the bumbling-yetheroic Lone Star (Bill Pullman),
with his trusty Mog (half-man,
half-dog) sidekick Barf (John
Candv)eotorescuethem. Alon2

Star's Schwartz impresses Vespa,
and a rom3:11ce develops between
them, despite the hardships of
Dot Matrix's Vrrgin Alarm.
Youknowthis is going to be a
good movie from the moment you
read the "WE BRAKE FOR
NOBODY" bumper sticker on
Spaceball-1.. The ship's design
is a tribute-a BIG tribute--to
"Star War_s"' Star Destroyers.
Yet it is still ·not as impressive
as Lone Star's Eagle 5, a

spaceworthy Wlllllebago.
111LE: Spaceballs

DIRECTOR: Mel Brooks
STARS: Bill Pullman, John Candy,
Rick Moranis, Daphne Zuniga,
Mel Brooks, Dick Van Patten,
Joan Rivers
RATING: eeee

All the traditional elements of
sci-fl movies are here, albeit in a
twisted form. For example,
Spaceball-.l's engines are
capable ofthree velocities: Light
Speed, Ridiculous Speed, and
Ludicrous Speed (which causes
the ship to travel through a biz.arre,
plaid dimension). The Spaceball
leader, President Skroob (Mel
Brooks again), even gets
"beamed up" by Snotty, only to
have his head put on his body
backward.
. In addition to pokin.g fiJn at sci,,.
fi movies. Brooks makes a lot of
sarcastic comments about the
movie industry in general. In
particular are the numetous
magic of the Schwartz. Lone references to merchandis_ing and
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the products created to tie in with
a successful movie. lbroughout.
the film, viewers see items such_
as Spaceballs: The Lunch Box,
Spaceballs: The Toilet Paper, and.
Spaceballs: The Flamethrower
(the kids love that one!). Yogurt
even makes a comment about
movie sequels: "God willing, we'll
all meet again in 'Spaceballs 2:
The Search for More Money.Ill
Watching this movie, one can
get a small but hilarious taste of
several of the old classics, as
mentioned above. The opening
scene showing Spacebal/-1
flying across the screen with a
weird version ofJohn Williams'
"Ilieme from Jaws" isIoverly long
•
but adds to the comedic effect.
Michael Winslow plays a radar
operator who tries to explain that
"the radar is jammed U$ing his
classical vocal effects, as he did
in the "Police A~y" movies.
"Ali~" makes a cameo appearance, as does "Aliens" veteran
John Hurt, who replays his character and the scene where the
8.;lien emerges from his stomach.
A lot of sight gags pack the
movie. On~ scene in•particular"is
where Dark Helmet is ordered to
"comb the desert," and his guards
do just that--comb the desert
with huge Ace combs and an
afro pic~1
_ • _
• To watch this movie is to see
Brook's movie satire at it's finest.
You'll like it whether you're a scifi fan or not. We give this movie
four Balls.

_,I~~,

1r -

Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus
The book Men Are From
Mars, Women Are From 1'enus
has been much publicized and
raved over by book critics, but is
it really that good? Written by Dr.
John Gray, a relationship counselor, the book discusses the miscommwrications menand women
commonly make, causing their
relationships to fall apart. Gray
uses examples and metaphors to
illustrate his points.
Although this boClk contains
good information, Gray is definitely not a trained author. The
book is poorly written with so

much repetition that it soon
becomes tiresome. By the end
of the book, the reader may be
sick ofreading the same premises
introduced in the first chapter. In
addition, his sentence structure is
wlimaginative and juvenile. The
whole thing reads as if an editor
had never even glanced over it,
much less co~ted it.
Some of the information is
overblown and inaccurate,
although much ofit jarringly hits
liome. For example, Gray states
that women criticiz.e their significant other in an attempt to help

them better themselves, not because they are unhappy with who
their man is. This is true ii). most
cases. However, Gray gives too
much credence to childhood
influences, pretty much blaming all
social ills on how happy a person's
parents' marriage was.
Men Are From Mars, Women
Are From 1'enus contains valuable information and hints on how
to keep a marriage happy, but it
should not be taken at face value.
Gray knows his subject, but his
literary style leaves something to
be desired.

Thanks Scioto County for Voting Us #1

·L arry Moore
Sporting Go<>ds
•

I

1.

304 Chillicothe Street
353-1917
For ALL your sporting good needs-Trophies & Plaq·ues - Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
We also do Greek printing
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Beckett visits SSU's sister university
but only on a limited basis. On
~ZUT campus, there is only one
Dr. Gene Beckett, director of e-mail equipped computer station
Developmental Education and the which is used by a to'tal of9,000
Leaming Center, has made two students.
Beckett explained that one of
trips to China as a representative
of Shawnee State University to the problems for ZUT is that is
create and maintain contact with less developed. Whereas the US
our sister university, ZUT. ZUT
is in Hong Zhou in central eastern
· China, approximately 90 miles
south ofShanghai.
The first trip Beckett made
was in the fall of 1993 with SSU
President, Dr. Clive Veri. This
first trip was necessary to establish good relations with the sister
city and university.
During his most recent trip this
last fall, Beckett worked with the
university to create an electronic
link between ZUT and SSU.
Through an e-mail connectionthe
students of ZUT were able to government supports and encolll'interact with Shawnee students ages the educational system on all
and receive on-line tutoring in levels, the Chinese government is
English. The Chinese students not as supportive. For this reawould send their English texts son ZUT is lacking in some
througli the link to our campus areas. Being connected with SSU
where our students and faculty as a sister university has definite
would edit them for proper gram- advantages for ZUT. The SSU/
mar. nus connection is still avail- ZUT connection offers the opporable betweenthe two universities tunity to expand programs to an
by Laura Jarreiis

international level and share ideas,
technical ·~nowledge, and.
experience between the two
institutions.
Shawnee has sent several
faculty members to visit with the
ZUT faculty and students. Dr.
Stylianos Hadjiyannis, Dan

Beckett would like to continue
the relation~hip with ZUT and
hopes to one day take a group of
SSU students there. The possibility has been discussed but nothing definite has come ofthe idea
as yet. He would like to go back
soon but so far the plans for his
return have been postponed.
Having spent almost two
month~ in Hong Zhou, Beckett
. had time to enjoy the sites and
people ofthe area. He feels that
the best part ofthe trips was meeting the people and seeing the difference in life-styles. ;'The best
part was right outside my door,"
Beckett explained. He wasn't as
interested in the regular tourist

attractions, but would rather

Moore, Dr. Xiaodan Huang, and
Dr. Jinlu Li have all been to the
institQtion in an official capacity,
Dr. Li acting as interpreter for Dr.
Veri on his first visit. Dr. Hagop
Pambookian has also visited the
ZUT campus on his own initiative. In additio~, SSU has
welcomed Dr. Liu Hong, a visiting ZUT professor, to its campus.

ZUT students crowd around the computer linked to SSU

experience as much of the
people's daily life as possible. He
said that he thoroughly enjoyed
his trip and being with people
whose habits and daily life are so
different from our own.
Alth01,1gh further plans with
zur are unclear, connecting with
another sister campus is currently
in the works. Dr. Veri and English professor Dr. Frank Byrne
are involved in accomplishingthat
g~ with a Mexican university.

Dr. Beckett, the "international educator"

\ t\-St~!~iaS~rt~tf9rrns
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Call354-1460

(Across from Scioto Ribber)
We offer lab coats, nursing, Dental,

EMT pants and shirts, Velcro belts and accessories: watches, keychains, large selection of stethoscopes, Littmann, etc.
• Embroidery •

EnvironMENTAL Fair
continued
(from page 1)
environmental issues and to
enhance their understanding of
the importance of recycling,
and waste minimization The •
EnvironMENTAL Fair offers
an educational experience away
from the classroom, teaching
students to "think about it" before they throw plastics and
cans away, ultimately sending
them to area landfills.
Event sponsors include the
U.S. Department of Energy,
Shawnee State University, the
United States Enrichment Corporation, and Lockheed Martin.

Students from Pike, Ross,

Scioto, Adams, Vinton, Jackson
and Greenup (Ky.) counties will
talk directly with experts from the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
·Plant and Shawnee State University, as well as from other state
-and local organizations. Scioto
County organizations besides
Shawnee· State participating
include the Southern Ohio
Medical Center, the Ohio State
University Extension Office, the
Scioto County Sheriff's Department, the New Boston Police
Department, the Portsmouth Fire
Department and the Porter
Township Fire Department, and
STAR,Inc.
In addition, American Electric
Power will show a video called
''Recreation Land," which is about
O!_iio :t>~.~~~'s 1,1ationally ac~~~ti.0!11?~~ for
rormer coru lands. Shawnee State
Forest will send "Smokey the
Bear," escorted by a park ranger,
1o talk to students about preserving the environment
Among the other activity sponsors are the Ohio Environmental
Protection ~gency, American
Society for Quality Control, Ohio
Division ofForestry, and area fire
departments and law enforcement
agencies.
"Each year, the Fair is more
successful," said Gene Gillespie,
DOE Site Manager at the Portsmouth plant. "We expect this

year's event to be even bigger
more educational than ever.
are happy to be a part of
valuable learning experience ari
to partner with so many commi
nityandbusinessorganiz.ations
help stimulate le~g among
youth in our region."
More than 50 di ffere
"hands-on" activitiesanddemo11
strations will be set up in camiv·
tents, covering nearly 75,00
square feet on the grounds eas
and north of the Universit.
Center. Examplesofsomeof
activities that will be available fo
the students include:
* Litter Olympics--Student
compete in several.timed "01
pie" games and events usin
recyclable or reusable material
* Twister!--Students can vie
a demonstration of a simulate
tornado.
* Absolute Power--Studenb
will learn about the benefits
of nuclear energy to generat .
electricity.
* Recycling Jeopardy--Stu
dents choose the appropriat
questions to match answers a
recycling, as in the popular tele
vision game show, "Jeopardy!"
* Your Vote Counts-Students
learn about the democrati
process by voting for the activities they like the best, using
voting ballots and ballot boxes.
* Forestry Awareness--Studen~ will participate in a paperm ~ denio~on.
"What a great way to
challenge and expand the knowledge and opportunities of students in rural Ohio and Kentucky,"
said Dr. Clive Veri, President,
Shawnee State University. "We
are proud ofthe accomplishments
of the Fair and enjoy working
with our friends at DOE, USEC,
and Lockheed Martin."
The city of Portsmouth,
through the Mayor's office,
police and _fire departments,
has also been instrumental in
providing support during planning
ofthis event.

Having trouble making decisions?
Stop by the Counseling & Career Center
in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

.-,~-(il~-

~RING QUARTER WORKSHOP~
.

May 1
May 7
May 13
May 19
May 27

Stop Smoking
Avoiding Date Violence .
Interpersonal Skills
Enhancement
Conflict·Resolution
Self-Protection tor Women**
'

(WOMEN ONLY)

.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

ALL WORKSHOPS ARE 4PM TO 5PM IN THE
STUDENT AFFAIRS CONFERENCE ROOM.

**HELD IN PRESIDENT'S CONFERENCE ROOM
Sponsored by Office of Counseling and Career Service

The University Chronicle, the student newspaper of Shawnee Stat~ University, is .
bigger and better than ever! Be a part of next year's staff or run it yourself!
Next year the following positions will be open: Editor-in-Chief, Assistant Editor,
Copy Editor, Ads Manager, and Arts Editor. Other positions include reporters and
photographers plus movie and entertainment reviewers.

· Why join the staff?
During this year of running the Chronicle, we have done things that even our printers
have never done before! We had color photos over black and white, colored text over
photos, and we introduced the changes of expand_
ing to full-size, full color on certain
issues, and increased ad sales! This has been a year of change for the paper, and we
want you to continue that ne~ year!
Just think of what you can do if you could control the spearhead of Shawnee State University, the student newspaper!
Working for the student newspaper is a great way to. . .

Get to know people. . .
Build your resume . . .
Gain great training . . .

Get in the know, and be known!
Apply today!
No experience is needed to apply for these and other positions.
Apply today ii) the Chronicle office located in the basement of the Office Annex or call
Mack Shelton at 355-2278 for more details.

Bniutrsitu C1r.1Jrnnirlt
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Sill1ot1eite Corri.er ·

I trust you have been enjoying the fine fiction ofthe Silhouette Comerthese days. As you can see,
we have a wealth ofcreative minds armmd campus. So, ifyou are reading this and thinking"/really nee ·
to pull that story out ofmy desk and submit it,'' don't be shy! Do so. Just call Kate Palguta at 355
2525 (e-mail kpalguta@shawnee.edu ) for more information, clarification, editing, or encouragement
You may also drop your work offin the Silhouette mailbox in the 1004 Building.

Enjoy this rather chilling piece. Matthew Rawlings is a histpry major here at SSU. He has recently returned from Washington, D.C. where he spent two years working as a congressional aid/legislative assistant.

ltush
by Matthew Rawlings

,;

are left unanswered and so many people seem to only waste a
piece of space.

"People don't stay"

Brantley Regan loved that line. He thought about rewinding the
He never wanted to leave the little theatre he had created in his
videotape once more to hear it uttered once more, but decided against
parent's
dank basement, but his mother insisted that he go to
it. It was late. The weak green light of the VCR read 3:07 a.m. and
there was well over an hour left in the film. He knew the scene by school, get a job, and find a girl to do his laundry. He had flunked
out of school, but he had landed the perfect job: day clerk ·at a
heart anyway.
local video store. Four twenty-five inch screens, surround sound,
He rolled the image ofthe scene over in his head again. He closed 6000 titles, and.free rentals. It was pure Nirvana.
his eyelids tightly and loosened the grip on the splintered Louisville
The store's competition had gone out of business, though, and
Slugger that lay on his shoulder. A deep breath cleared his mind of
random images and then the picture was as clear as it had been on the the flood of new members convinced the owners to hire a comtelevision screen. Dustin Hoffi:nan slowly began shaking his head in
futile despair while mutteringllllder his breath "People don't stay." A
subtle but powerful scene in a wonderful fihn.
He had to concentrate hard to keep color from seeping into the
mental picture. The film was shot in black and white and_he would
not dare pervert the artist's vision. It was perfect as it was. "A
tragedy shot in shades of grey," he said aloud.
"Shades of gray," where had he heard that before? He liked the
way it sounded rolling offhis lips. Usually he liked to think ofblack
and white films as blends of shadows and fog, but shades of grey
sounded just fine for now. Besides, Woody Allen had ruined the
phrase by using it as a title ~o one ofhis worst films.
Brantley rarely thought about colors lllll~hewas watching a movie,
which was most ofthe time. He loved the nature offilm. There was
always a beginning, a middle, and an end. Each character contri~
uted somethint,useful to the world contained on his nineteen inch
screen. If you d1~'t like tlie world it didn't matter. lt would end in
two hours and you could pop in another. Instead of death or an
apocalypse, there was a gentle rolling ofcredits followed by darkness. Much better than the world outside where so many questions

Instead of death or an apocaiypse,_
there was a ge11tle rolling ofcredits
followed by _darkness.

panion for his day shift. He liked the idea. If someone would
tend to the annoying customers, he wouldn't have to hit the dreaded
pause button. He quickly discarded his selfishness when Deanna
had walked in.'

Cary Grant, and Groucho. Every evening until well past midnight she
curled her body up against his in the light ofthe nineteen inch Panasonic
She never asked lum to pause it when she had to go to bathroom Oli
needed to ask what was going on. She knew better than to disrupt!
the images ofthe lower dimension that he look~ upon as God. Sh
did for a while anyway.
She had told him once why she shared his passion. It was late and
Dead Again was the pick ofthe evening. She whispered something
about a drunken step-father and her sixteenth birthday. He hadn't!
llllderstood most ofit Robin Wtlliams was in the middle ofexplaining
cosmic karma to Kenneth Biannagh. Bad timing.

.

With the exception ofthat temporary lull ofmanners everything
proceeded very well. This evening was to be like the others. Air
popped popcorn, fountain cokes from the Dairy Queen, ~d an excellent double feature. But she was late. Then in the middle ofthe
opening scene she began to whisper in his ear. He warned her just
like Cinemark Joe that those who talk don't get to enjoy the show.
But she babbled on and on about college and Columbus. He finally
had to hush her.
"People don't stay"

He glanced over at her. She lay crouched in a fetal position beside
the couch. She looked beautiful as always. Except for the large dent
, She was stunning. He couldn't help but compare her to Grace in the right side ofher forehead and the small splinters that lined it, she
Kelley in Rear Window. His eyes found themselves following her · looked a lot like Ingrid Bergman in Notorious.
wherever she moved.
He turned his attention back to the television screen.
She too sought refuge irrthe fine art. It was as ifhe had disc4>vered a soul m,ate. He found her face superimposed on every
1 "People don't stay"
siren ofthe screen. Her image followed him home every evening
and greeted him every morning.
''No, Lenny I guess they don't," he answered into the air.
Eventually she succumbed to his lines stolen from James Dean,

Gaines and Wilson tie knot Free books now available

rian Church at 11 :30 a.m. on Saturday, April 26, 1997.
Gaines is employed at ShawUniversity Chronicle Office nee State University as Senior
Manager Harrison Gaines and Tech. Representative with
Karen Wilson exchanged University Information Services
wedding vows. The ceremony and own,s and operates Gaines
conducted by Rev. Evan Fisher Computer Services. Wilson is
took place at the First Presbyte- employed at Scioto Memorial in

by Mack W. She.lton, Jr.

UC Editor-in-Chief
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Campus Dining Services is looking for
food servers for catering events.
Earn an hourly wage, plus some gratuities.

Sometimes il's hard work, but we always try to have fun praviding great service.

Contact Mike Trissler in the Cafeteria - 355-2578

DID YOU KNOW?

@

you will receive:

Exclusive AAA Member Discounts on
Cruises, Tours, Hotel/Motel/
Condo accommodations, car
rentals, Ohio Theme Park
Tickets & Guaranteed
Lowest Airfares.

&

Thanks to art professor Lane
Raiser and Penguin Publishing,
Shawnee State University has
once again received a shipment
of free books. The books have
their front covers cut but are still
very readable and are otherwise.
in good condition. They are
currently located on the third

floor ofthe Vern Riffe Center for
the Arts in the old book store.

and staff.
Some titles include some ofthe
'I ,.
classics that may be required for
classes. All SSU students,
faculty, and staff are welcome
to browse the selection and
take any books they might be
There are a wide variety ofbooks interested in.
available to students, faculty,

----

HISTORICAL BOOKS & PHOTOS

Earn extra cash on a part-time basis.

As a member of

the records department and is an
SSUalumni.
The Maid of Honor was Jan
Hartley of SSU. The best Man
was Eric Horsley, student and
employee ofSSU.
Congratulations Harry and
Karen from all your friends at the
University Chronicle!

Emergency Road Service,
Maps, Tourbooks & Trip
Tiles, Free Travel Services
& Free American &press
Travelers Checks

Pictorial History
1946 OfThe
Second World War

-History of the World War
Compiled1rom Original and Contemporary
Sources: American, British, French,
Francis Whiting Halsey
1919 In Ten Volumes -- Illustrated
Hitler
Joachim C. Fest
Translated from the German
by Richard and Clara Winston
WE BUY, SELL, & TRADE
Post Cards, Books, Railroad Prints
Civil War
Of
The Civil War
1861-65
Mathew B. Brady

A-Photographic Record Of A Year Of Victory With
Special Sections On War Personalities, Weapons, and
Great Battle Scenes
Ten Volumes

Adolf Hitler

Volumes 1-11 By John Toland

Life and Heroic Deeds
of

Admiral Dewey
Including
Battles in the Philippines
Story of the Spanish-American War
And The Revolt in the Philippines
told by W. Nephew King

. .. PLUS MANY MORE!

For More Information Call Your
Local AAA Office
354-5614

438 2nd St.

PRINTER'S ATTIC

Ph. 354-4457

JUau.ertts.e ~tlt tlJ.e 1tntu~rsttu at1tnr11irlt:

Business Card (3" x 5")
1/8 page (block)
Reasonable rates

Runner (2" x 5")
1/4 page (block)
Full page (block)

•

. Student organizations .. 40°/o dlaoount

Full Side Runner (2" x 13")
1/2 page'(block)

•

SpecJal long-term rat•s

itlniuersitn <lr!Jrnnirlt
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Dilbert, the "other•~ server Internet Cafe Happenings
offers more to students
with Al Hanson

order to find the pictures to
customi7,e your Web page. Other
Web sites of interest are
Are you tired of seeing other www.sony.com (movies and
people's Web pages out there on music), www.mtv.com (selfthe Internet, and having none of explanatory), www.<insertmovie
your own? Are you suffering from titles here>.com (movies), and
browser envy? Having a Web www.lycos.com ( search for any
page of your own has, until subject) though use this as a last
recently, been an expensive resort.
Ifall ofthis looks like gibberventure. But now, that has ended.
1Qere are many places that allow ish to you, and you still want a
you to build pages for free. Web page of your own, e-mail
Check out www.geocities.com, Grym@dilbert.shawnee.edu.
www.angelfire;com, ·or if you James Woods (grym), is the
are only interested
in e-mail, try

by Andy Roberts and

James WOOds

55(5

wwwhotmail.com.

almost a year. Dilbert is a Pentiwn
75 based computer with 32
megabytes ofRAM and two 840
megabyte hard drives. Dilbert~
a Tl Internet connection and is
the home ofall Student Activities
Web pages, including the Student
Senate and the University
Chronicle. Currently, over 30
students are served by Dilbert for
e-mail, news feeds ( containing
both computer and recreation
newsgroups}, Web pages, and
telnet capabilities.
Dilbert also has a student-run
talker. This talker
provides a small
chunk of the 'Net
for students to talk
to friends from
around the world.
If you would like ·
to stop by sometime and check it
out, the _address is

These are great
resources for those
Shawnee State
, without the money
orrputer Soci ety
--- or ".apability to
build their own
page from home.
However, to use
dilbert.shavmee.edu
these sites, you
port
3000.
must have a
For information
browser capable
on Dilbert or the
of"oo-line editing."
Once you have a place to president ofthe Shawnee State SSCS, e-mail James Woods at
make your Web page, you m~y Computer Society, a student Grym@dilbert.shawnee.edu, or
find it necessary to look organiz.ation dedicated to the use Professor Janice Johnson:
up a site such as ftp.cdrom.com, and knowledge ofcomputers and jj ohnson@shawnee.edu,
www.slaughterhouse.com, telecommunications over the the club advisor. The SSCS can
www.tucows.com, www.nasa.gov Internet. The SSCS has been provide YOU with the means
(if you like space pictures) or operating a Linux 2.0. 8 network to learn the Internet--just visit us
dil bert.shawnee.edu/pics/ in server known as Dilbert for and see.

Is ·something bugging you?

I

Directions: Unscramble the words below into the space
provided. I The letters in the circle (0) spaces, when
unscrambled, reveal what happens after too much candy.

SNOOCFICTEN

SHEERHY

LOCATEHOC

Answers to the previous

TOW TRUCK
SPEED TRAP
AUTOMOB!LE
TRANSMISSION
·BRAKES
!IRES
MINIVAN
HEADLIGHTS
DRIVING
WINDSHIELD

I

DYACN ARB

http://www.downloadcom/

Avoid the headache offinancial management with CHECKMAIB PLUS. lbis comprehensive
program will help you with checkbook balancing, business accounting, budgeting, and more. It is
ideal for both home and small office-needs. Additionally, there are a number o(reporting options
that are fully customizable. At the search prompt enter "CHECK.MAJE PLUS."
·
http://www.hypemetusa.com/theacrchive/

The Archive: One ofthe most comprehensive collections ofhistoric and artistic photographs
available, the Archive contains more that 4,000 images. This site provides a history ofphotography
and lets you view several ofthe photographs and a list ofupcoming exhibitions.
http://www.toolkitcch.com/

Ifyou're thinking about starting a small business or want to improve the one you have, check out the
Toolkit. Without paying to join the service, you can read several articles helpful for starting a new
business and have your questions answered. You also can try the full Toolkit on a limited basis.
http://www.slanguage.com/
No matter how you dress or what local newspapers you pick up, open your mouth away from
home and people somehow know "you're not from around here." Tired ofit? Check out this guide
to the "local languages" ofmajor American cities and find out what a Little Rocker means by "Yet
yet?" and more.
http ://oeonline.com/-edog/bday.html

Who else was born on your birthday? How many days old are you today? (Parents may want to
avoid that one.)
http://www.avaultcom/
This could be the ultimate shareware game site on the Web. You'll find product reviews, summaries, patches, upgrades, cheat sheets, screen shots, shareware games to try, and the ability to buy
what you try. Key codes denote product reviews, cheat cod~ pages, and special sites. This welldesigned, thorough site is great for both beginners and hard-core gamers.

I

I

Brought to you by the Cable News Network, this information server covers health and nutritionrelated news stories of international interest. A briefdescription and graphic guides you to the full
11!1icles on recent news events and an index is provided for the current and past week's stories.
http://www.bcca.com
This site has general beer can history (Krueger's Special Beer test marketed the first beer can in
1933) and information on flattops, cone topes, pull tabs, and stay tab cans. Learn about BCCA
and breweries: the collection of beer bottles, cans coasters, labels, mats, posters, signs, and other
beer related items.

.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk

The HTML version of the popular London Telegraph is now-a news service developed for the
Web. In addition to top-notch local and world news coverage, you get a different perspective on
US events, plus hyperlinks to fea~ure stories, sports, UK weather forecasts, and daily horoscopes.
http://www.gallup.com/

AUTO INSURANCE

I

Polls, polls, and more polls. For every statistic jtmkie, here's the site from the granddaddy ofpublic
opinion polls and surveys. Not only are you privy to the poll results, you can truce one on-line.

Answer to the previous

GRAUS ~

CRYPTO

•

IDSTORY: THE SCREW-UP OF HUMANITY OVERTIME.

LILAVAN

.

.

http://www.cnn.com/health

Stop by the Counseling & Career Center
in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

With a major sweet tooth ...

· This article will describe some ofthe Web pages you can explore on the World Wide Web.
Stop by the Internet Cafe and "Go all over the world."

- MARK MIRABELLO
(SSU History professor)

YAFFT

Summer Vacation!
AAA
>v
is your

Full Service Travel Agency

Cruises, Condos & Tour Packages

RriRZ:.l

AWAKERBEJR

The c

to rum ame

Directions: Each letter below represents a different letter ofthe
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous person's
quotation. Clue: B equals M.

NORC PYRUS.. ____

STROBEPOPG

KFGZJ RFG WCPPGK EJBJBVJE

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

BAND

OVER 48 YEARS OF
SERVING THE AREA . I

LOAN AND JEWELRY

KFJ MCZK CEJ WGPSJBPJS KG

000000

0000

EJMJCK TK.
- ZCPKCXCPC

FRED ZUBER
PRES. & OWNER

83 7 GALLIA ST.
PORrS&lomH,OIIl045662
(614)353-4250

r ~------------------------------
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Shawnee State University

Academic Lists - Winter Quarter, I 997

1

'

Dr. Clive~- Veri,'President of Shawnee State University, has announced the President's List for Winter Quarter. To be named
to the list, students must hav~ been enrolled full-time and achieved a grade point average of 4.0.
Proctorville

Jackson

KfflIUCKY
Ashland

Charles Rogers

Jennifer Greathouse and Keith Mullins

Chris Barker

Kitts Hill

Sciotoville

Dawn Schankweiler

Denise Rowe

Russell

Lucasville

Heather Mynheir

Leslie Bond-Intini, Lora Jenkins, Tami Marion, Leslie Riehl, James Roberts,
Carla Smith, Melanie VanK.ir, Catherine Woodford-and Rhonda Yeager

South Portsmouth
Wilmer Dixon and DeAnn McKenzie

Kai Cooley and Lacee Grooms

South Shore

_Yalerie Looney
Phebe Kraft

South Webster

Michael Arnett and Melissa Milan

Martinsburg

Chad Book, Erin Harper and Emily Tipton

Stout

Catherine Moore

Waverly

Beaver

Elizabeth Bruch

Laura Daulton, Ryan Hamel, Ryan Hawk, Ryan McDonald and Annette
Veach

Minford

Christopher Brown and Virginia Witt

West Portsmouth

Chesapeake

McDermott

Suzanne Douglas
Melinda CUlT)'

Piketon

Douglas Cook and Mikki Mitchell

Wheelersbure:

Christopher Ashley, Naomi Brown, Jodie Dyer, Claire Kegley. Sherry Martin,
Richaell Pratt and Eugenia Raynard

Portsmouth

Eric Ashmore, Emily Baker, Madelynn Barrett, William Boggs, Heather
Brown, William Cassidy, Cathy Coriell, Adam Dressler, Lisa Hiles, Angela
Hughes, Mary Hughes, T1mothy Jayne. Nobue Kyo, Janet Lovely, Alan
McReynolds, Kenneth Moore, Kimberly Mullins, Elijah Palmer, Douglas
Parsley, Jill Ra)'bum, Carolyn Salyer, S2ra Smith and Geralyn White

Ewington
Stella Barrett

,

Christy Hall

Rhonda Howard and Cristy Lewis

, Circleville
r

South Point
Tricia Alkire and Glenn-Finley

Mansfield

Anne Yarger

St. Paul

Seaman

Mary Edenfield and Amy Whalen

Ironton

.Larry Smith and Jennifer Waddell

WFSI'VIRGINIA
Point Pleasant

Jennifer Errett and Andrea Lanier

Dr. William N evious, Prov.ost of Shawnee State University, has announced the Dean's List for Winter Quarter. Tobe
named to the list, students must have been enrolled full-time and achieved a grade point average of 3.~.
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Beaver

Argillite

Brian Frasure
Ashland

John Dale Jr., Janice Moote and
Patricia Nestor

I

Chris Conley and Angela
Hammerstein
BlueCreek .

Amy Hazelbaker, James Hazelbaker.
Sherri Kilgallion and Jason
Thornberry

• Catlettsburg

Chesapeake

' Flatwoods
Timothy O'Neal and Anne Sparks

Chillicothe

Amie Hillard and David Marushi

Garrison

Rayette Jamison
Grayson

I

Leigh Jackson

Greenup

tI
t

I

I
I

I

Teresa Hamilton, Carla Maye and
Sonya Slone

Randall Beverly. Andrea Claytor,
Jason Daniels, Julie Dodds, Kristal
Hamilton, Brad Jones, Robyn
LeMaster, Robert Stanley, and
Brandi Strawser
Cleveland

Kelly Gerwig
Dayton

Joshua Cobb

Eaton
Aaron Garrett

Jonacy

Ft Recovery
Michelle Weitzel

Brandi Baker

Jennifer Boggs
Maloneton

Lanny Rice and Deborah Whitt
Raven

Steffani Slone
Russel

Paula Elswick
South Shore

John Briggs, Shelli Boggs, Stan
Callihan, William Harr, Marc May,
Christy Ramey and Bobbi Vanover
Vancebure:

Brandon Bentley

OHIO
Aberdeen

Tommy Adams. Samantha Caldwell
and Amy Powers
Albany

l

.

Hitchins

Judith Smith

load

I

Melissa Stevenson

Rachel Dye
Batavia
fames Wood,

Franklin Furnace

Michele Crabtree, Jacqueline
Boggs, Angela McKenzie, and
Denise Smith
Georgetown

Kathy Laws

Hillsboro

Justins Ames, Ryan Anteck, Lisa
Arnold, Lee Bell. Melania Cox,
Taemla Dryden, Shannon Elkins.
Mark Havens, Dena Johnson,
Amber Kirk, Malinda Rigdon, Lisa
Ross aQd Jennifer Stricklett
Ironton

Shawna Belcher, Claudette Browning, Paulette Browning, Lisa BWlker,
Heidi Cline, Barbara CUlT)', James
Lynd, Rob Messenger, Michael
Murray, Ronald Murray, Micha
Taylor, Melissa Thacker, William
Webb and Dana Williams
Kitts Hill

Sharon Hartwig, Jeremy Morris and
Angela Pack
Lancaster

Michelle Mcclaskey and David
Rogers

Latham
Beth Chandler, Kelly Chandler and
Shawn Slack
Michele Starr

Eric Bebout, John Glardon, Christopher Lewis and Francesca Stead
Peebles

Jessica Karr

Michael Cross, Andy Johnson,
Lloyd Johnson, Natalie newman,
Kyle Reed, Carol Ritz, Casey
Robertson and Molly Stine

Lucasville

Piketon

LongBottom

Ruth Buckler, Clay Charles, Carolyn
Cooper, LeeAnn Cremeans, Kim
Evans, Tara Greene, Bradley Harris.
Randy Hughes. Kathy Joiner,
Joseph Keller, Austin Leedom.
Nicholas Lewis, Jeffrey Lindeman,
Jessica McDonald. Michelle
Metzler, Brian Mitchell, Wendy
Penwell, Michael Powell. Aimee
Ramsey, Tanya Rowe. Gregory
Simpson, Olivia Smalley, JoEllen
Smith, Joshua Strickland. Samantha
Strickland-Conley, Twila Stwnp,
Vurla, Walters, Carolyn Weghorst,
Kimberly Weghorst, Nicole Well,
Janet Wilson and Stacie Wright

Chrystal Amato, Shawnda Bentley,
~egan Borden, Regina Cassidy,
Samantha Chapman, Michael
Cuckler. Victoria Day, Stephanie
Dothitt. Kerby Hamilton, Michael
Howard, Scott Howard, Linda
Inman, Douglas Irvine, Steven
Locke, Emily Remington, Jill Ritchie,
Linda Slone. Jodi Sparks, Robert.
Taylor Jr., and Tonya Thompson
Portsmouth

Kristie Adkins, Carla Appel,
Michelle Artis, Nathan Bennington,
Candee Blevins, Travis Bogart,
Daryl Boggs, Sherri Bolcien, Sandie
Bratt, Jennifer Burchett, Belinda
McArthur
Bums, Cheryl Chew, Robert Collins,
Tammy Coleman and Travis Hale
Chad Compton, Kelly Coriell. Nora
Cosby, Teresa Crothers. Nancy
McDermott
Curbow, Marion Dalton, Mark
Heather Kalb, Mary Johnson.
Downey, Jennifer Eggar,.Angela
Jennifer Copeland, Tonia Jenkins,
Eshem, Tyler Ferguson, Melissa
Jared Redoutey, Kendra Strickland,
Gampp, Kara Garrison, Shelly Gilpin,
George Syroney and Debra Vest
Tiffany Hickman, Brian Hill, Kelly
Hill, Randall Hire, Bethany Hoberty,
Medina
Melinda Hutchinson, Laura Jarrells.
Heidi Yowtg and Teresa Yowig
Barbara Keating, Chris Kolopajlo,
Amy Kopf, Jill Lacy, Eric Layne,
Minford
Julie Liddle, Amy Lisath, Gregory
William Dodson. Kristy Greene,
Lyons, Donna Mahoudishad, Julie
David Gullett, Stacy Magnet, Tonya Mayer, Sarah McKeag, Rebecca
Noel, Lisa Rader, Tracy Riehl, Erica
McMeans, Jo Miller, Katherine
Sorrell, Sean Stiltner, Allissa Watters Mingus, Kristin Monroe, Jennifer
and Tyson Whitt
Moore, Lydia Moore, Bradley
Morgan, Christopher Murphy,
MountOrab
Ginny Nelson, Howard Newton,
Jessica Hardy
· Azusa Ogahara, Neal Palin,
Courtney Patterson, Marie Perkins,
New Boston
Amanda Phillips, Anthony Phillips,
Nathan Blackburn, Jeffrey Book,
Willard Preston, David Pruitt, Artie
Darren Harr, Rebecca Mershon,
Reinhardt, Tracie Ridout, Tara
Melanie Rezac, Jeanne Warren and
Rodino, Barry Rose, Anna Ruggles,
Michael Witt
Joleen Salyer, Erin Schultenover,
Lance Seamon, Gary Shepherd, Lisa
Newton Falls
Slade, Deborah Smith, Greg Smith,
Bathany McLaughlin
Brian Sperger, Eli;zabeth Stockham,
Annemarie Swanson, Eve Tiedge,
Oak Hill
Linda Trollinger, Brandy Vallance,
Chris Hughes, Diana Lawrence and Rebecca Vaughan, Tiffany Vincent,
Jason Wallace
Marianne Wallace, Jeremy Wells,
Kimberly White and Amber Willis

cton:fle
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Barbara Adkins, Kristina Amos and
Rebecca Gordon
Rarden

Angela Alexander and James Estep
Reynoldsburg

Lori Ferrell

Dalton, Chery[ 11,WI ~tthew
Dunn, Stephanie Gilbert, Cynthia
Gowen, Daniel McDonie, Wesley
McDonie, Eric Morris, Audrey
Fierce. Ed Roberts, William
Robinson, Jamie Sibole, Dorothy
Tolliver, Jennifer Watters
West Portsmouth

Beverly Burton

Jill Armstrong, Jacqueline Bell,
Gretchen Conley, Amy Dials, Krista
Ferguson, Leeinda George, Sandra
Hamer, Loretta Johnson, Stephen
Johnson, Donald Pollard, Susan
Reutzel, Amanda Risner, Lora Rose,
Jeremy Rush, Brian Saul, Heidi
Shoemaker, Ronald Sissel, Thomas
Spriggs, Robert Sparks, Jamie
Williams, Rodney Windle, and
Samuel Windsor

Seaman

West Union

Ripley

Sonya Kirk and Lisa Palmer
Sciotoville

Sandra Addis, Rhonda Johnson.
Donald Justice Jr., Aimee Ketter,
David Rawlins and Jeremy Seth
Scioto Furnace

Timothy Davis, Lisa Fitzpatrick and
Marla Geeslin
Kimberly Shaffer

Anthony Blevins, Wendi Greenlee,
Jennifer Hoying, Jennifer Jakab,
Liana Mccann. Jason Osborne, J.J.
Osman, Lisa Rayborn, Dianna Reed
and Michael Rogers

Sinking Spring

Wheelers burg

Shelby

Edward Puckett
Springfield

Chas Fyffe

South Point

Bethany Ashworth, Natalie
Houchin, Julie McKinney, Karfa
Rwtyon, Shaun Snyder, Heather
Stilton, Jilli Sul Ii van and Misty Tyler
South Webster

Ryan Bouts, Amy Burkhardt and
Jolene Raynard
Stockdale

~ck McCoy
VanWert

Sheri Shipman

Vinton

Beth Bennington, Kelly Blake, Lisa
Bowmen, Carrie Brisker, Melody
Burnett, Lorene Carpenter, Kristin
c;oriell, April Dingus, Patricia
Donohue, Eric Ellis, Jamie Evans.
Julie Feeman, Gordon Givan, Charles
Haskin, Natalie Hogan. Tif!Iothy
Jenkins. Maria Lake, matthew
Lawson. '.ara Lawson, Kelly May,
Cheryl Pearson, April Queen,
William Raison. Matthew Rawlings,
Jeremy Rawlins. Regina Richardson,
Marguita Riepenhoff. Jodi Ruby.
Tammay Scott, Steven Skaggs and
Jennifer Walcott
Winchester

Dennis Chaney and Dana Kemp
Youm>stown

William Pusser

H~lenDunn

PENNSYLVANIA

Waterloo

Johnston

Watertown

WFSf VIRGINIA

David Mart

Mary Forshey

Waverly

Jason Brown, Robin Bwngardner.
Allyson Chapman, Jason Cheathan1.
Cara Clark, Richard Clark, Alan

Lori Bracken

Huntington

Kimberly Bex.field
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SPB, SA sponsor
Springfest .'97
This year the Student
Programming Board (SPB), in
conjunction with the Office of
Student Activities, will be sponsoring the first annual Springfest
Friday, May 2, on the University
lawn from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Entertainment for this event will
include two musical acts: Unda
Presha and Mike Rayburn.
Unda ~sha is a hip-hop type
ofmusical group whose work has
been compared to Boyz II Men.
Their show consists of their
music along with some dancing
too.
Mike Rayburn, on the other
hand, is an up-tempo, acoustic
rock singer. His most recent

Upco1ning events

Sponsored by the Oifice oi Student Activities

MAY

Arthritis Month, Barbecue Month, Better Hearing Month, Better Sleep
Month, Bteathe Easy Month, Family Support Month, Freedom Shrine
Month, Hamburger Month, Hydrotherapy Month, Revise Your Work
Schedule Month, Safe Baby Month, Senior Travel Month

album features guest appearances
from_such big names as Dire
Straits, Journey, Toto, James
Taylor, and Garth Brooks.
Raybwn has also won various
awards such as "America's Best
Acoustic Act," "America's Best
Solo Performer," and "The
Coffeehouse Entertainer of the
Year." Raybum's show consists
of music as well as some
comedy.
SPB has reviewed these acts
and was impressed, and hopes
you will be too. All students are
invited to come out and celebrate
the spring quarter with some
music and friends.

Students eligible for an award
must come from Ohio, Kentucky
or West Virginia. According to
the requirements of the trust,
repayments made by students to
Shawnee State may be used to
relend to other students. "In
effect,'' said Veri, "this $100,000
over four years can become a

revolving loan fund."
"Any time we can make
education more available to our
students, we jump at the chance,"
continued Veri. "We appreciated
the opportunity that this grant will
provide over the years to come,
and thank Fifth Third Bank and
the Charles E. Schell Foundation
for working with us in this way."

Spring SK Bear Run
The 2nd Annual Spring 5K
a~ar Run will be held on Tues~;½ May .et6~ 15 p.m., on the
University ampus: The race is
free to all SSU students, faculty
and staff. In addition, it is free to
all elementary, junior high, and
high school students.
All participants will receive a
free race t-shirt and be eligible for
over 165 special medals to be
awarded in various age categories. The popular walke.rs
category has been expanded to
include five awards for both men
and women under 50 and the
same for the 50+ older group.
There are special awards for
·faculty, staff, and students as well
as SSU alumni.

Law Day
May Day
National Day of Prayer
1
·Save the Rhino Day
1-7
Cartoon Appreciation Week
3
Kentucky Derby
Homebrew Day
3
4
Audrey Hepburn Day
4-10
Be Kind to Animals Week
4-10
Postcard Week
4-10
Tourism Week
4-10
PTA Teacher Appreciation Week
5-9
Cedar Pencil Week
5
Cinco De Mayo
Herb Week
5-11
6-12
Nurses Week
8
No Socks Day
8
V-E Day, WWII ends in Europe, 1945
9
Veterinary Appreciation Day
Irving Berlin Day
11
11
Eat What You Want Day
11
Mother's Day
'12
Limerick Day
14
Receptionist Day
15
Walk Day
Peace Officer Memorial Day
15
16-26 Pickle Week
17
Anned Forces Day
17
Preakness Stakes
18
Museum Day
21
Gemini, the Twins, enter the Zodiac
21
Waitstaff Day
24
Jazz Day
25
Indianapolis 500
Memorial Day
.26
27-28 Geography Bee National Finals
28-29 Spelling Bee Finals
29
Patrick Henry Day
John F. Kennedy born 80 years ago
29
31
lime Out Day
1

1
1

Foundation grants
(from page 1)

April 28, 1997

Application forms are available injh.£.!b!ive~!!Y., Center.
1
Voh.1nt,ers are needed to he)! I
with the race--a free t-shirt goes 1
to all helpers.
For more information, please
contact Larry L. Mangus at
(614)-355-2280.

Thursday, May 1 - Announcement of 1997-1998 RAs
(Resident Ad\lisors)
Friday, May 2 - Student Programming Board (SPB)
presents Springfest, an entire evening of great music and
fun, featuring "Unda Presha" and "Mike Rayburn," Univer·
sity Center lawn
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
MAY 5 THROUGH MAY 9 - GREEK WEEK
Tuesday, May 6 - SK Spring Bear Run, 6:00 p.m\,
Activities Center
Wednesday, May 7 - Residence Life Educational
Program, 10:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 8 - SPB presents "Faux-Feminists:
Media Misrepresentations" featuring Jennifer Pozner, 7:00
p.m., University Center
Friday, May 9 - Spring Leadership Retreat
Tuesday, May 13 - SPB presents "Venezuela Revisited"
with guest speaker Julia Coll, 5:00 p.m., University Center ,
Thursday, May 15 - Residence Life Social Program,
10:00p.m.
Monday, May 19 - "An Evening of honors and Awards,"
6:30 p.m. , University Center
Wednesday, May 21 - Residence Life Educational Pro·
y:
gram, 10:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 28 - Residence Life Social Program, 1
10:00 p.m.

JUNE

Monday, Jun. 2- Residence Life Educational Program,
10:00p.m.

r---------------------,·.

@

Special Groups

No Matter What The
DESTINATION?

Having second thoughts
about your significant other?

For more Information Call
1-800-887-1976

Stop by the Counseling & Career Center
in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

Jennifer L. Moore

~YMU&

1

,.

JOSTENS INC.
0 I{ I ) ,~ I{

Y O L1 R

C LA S S

I{ I I'\ C

:-...; () \\ '

1

"Gift Baskets For All Occasions"

(614) 354-1220
1755 Poplar Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

SSU . Library Hours
ORDERNOW AND RECEIVE BY GRADUATION

SPRING QUARTER 1997
March 31 , 1997 - June 13, 1997
MON - THUR
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

7:45 a.m.
7:45 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.

-

10:00
5:00
- 6:00
- 8:00

p.m. *
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

* During the last week ofclasses and fiinals week (June 2 - June 13), the Library will stay
open until 12:00 a.m. on Monday through Thursday. All other times remain the same..

Chevron

•

Joseph B. Halcomb, Jr.
930 'l 1th Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

SAVE UP TO $120.00
No Deposit Required!

Monday and Tuesday, May 5 and 6
from ·10:00-2:00
in the Administration Bldg. Lobby
, Or for more information or a free catalog call Pam Kinkel@(614)965-8283
or call tele~arketing_@ 1-800.-424-1492
. I

(614) 353-5384

-

The lntelllgn oll.

$3.00 Off Quaker Sfat~ oil change with valid student ID

6tl l t l l U

ll f9
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AD *$ 0/o# ... BUY *$%#... SELL *$%# ...
(GENERALLY, IT'S FULL OF *$%#)

To get your *$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.
TRAVEL AND STUDY IN GRE~CE
SOCIOLOGY 499: SPECIAL TOPICS (4 HOURS)
FALL 1997 INTERCESSION
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
COURSE DESCRIPTION
PREPARED BY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
STYLIANOS HADJIYANNIS, PH.D.

Course Description:

This course will take students on a 10-day field trip to Greece, a
country often called the world's greatest outdoor museum, which also
offers cosmopolitan modem cities, tranquil villages and sundrenched
islands. Upon completion ofthis course students will have a better
understanding of ancient, Byzantine, and modem Greece's society,
culture, politics, history, economics, many forms ofartistic expression, philosophy, and international relations. The field experience will
include visits to 5 museums, 7 classical and 2 new-classical sites, the
National Parliament, Library, and Academy, one island, all ofthe wider
Ji.etropolitan Athens, and 4 day-trips away from Athens.
·

Pedagogy:

•

]he accompanying professor will be lecturing and conducting dial~gues with students throughout the trip. The students will be
ek.pected to answer occasional questions on lectures delivered while
~veling. There will be two pre-trip orientation sessions with intere~ted students and a follow-up to the trip overall evaluation session.
The first session will be organizational and the second scholarly. At
the latter session students will also be provided with a list ofbook
titles for reading prior to the trip in order to familiarize themselves
with various aspects ofthe subject ofthe course. Students will be
expected to share their experience with the rest of the university
community through a variety ofinteractions such as guest speakerships
in classrooms or in a more formal public forum following the return.
;

Evaluation of Students~

Students will be evaluated by completing and turning in a tenn paper
and a book review within ~O calender days ofreturning to SSU. The
term paper will respond to the learning experience ofthe trip and the
lectures delivered while traveling. Students will be directed to pick a
topic on Greece from a single academic discipline oftheir choice or
approach the subject from a multidisciplinary perspective. The book
to be reviewed is subject to the professor's approval and should include a descriptive and an evaluative part. The evaluative part should
focus on the author's approach, analysis, and conclusions. The term
paper will be worth 50% ofthe course grade, the bpok review 25%,
and the remaining 25% will be allocated on the basis ofinformal questioning by the professor during the trip and on the basis ofparticipation in discussion and general scholarly conduct while in Greece and
by ·meeting the pre- and post-trip expectations listed above.

.

TENTATIVE ITINERARY

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000
Credi_t Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sor~rities & groups. Any campus organization can raise ·up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5. Q0/VISA appli£ation. Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
NEED A LITTLE EXTRA SPENDING MONEY?
Central Baptist Church is looking for a responsible
person to drive passengers to and from church
on Sunday mornings and ~venings.

In the mornings, drivers will leave the church around 8:45 to pick up
passengers, returning them to their homes around noon after the
service. In the evenings, drivers will leave around 6: 15 p.m., returning
the passengers around 8 p.m. Anyone interested in applying should
call Gilbert Hayes any weekday evening after 5 p.m. at 354-2084, or call
the church and leave name and number on the answering mat:hine.
Convenient times for interviews to applicants.
Driver must be 25 years or older and havt; a good driving record.

hottest little resort on the North Coast.
Insurance requires at least 25 years
old. Housing available.
Call p :00 a.m to 5 :00 p.m.
Mon - Wed-Fri. 1-888-373-6161

ALASKASUMMEREMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Details on how to
find a high-paying job with excellent
benefits (transportation + room &
board). Forinfonnation: 800-276-0654
Ext A62301. (We are a research &
publishing company)

EXTRAINCOMEFOR '97

Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
· envelopes. For details- RUSH $1.00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 6547

1987 Olds Firenza - Gold, 4 door, 3
spd auto, 2.0 ltr, fast, great milage,
needs body W(?rklsome interior.
$1,000 OBO Call 574-1071 weekends.
RCA ColorTrak TV, cablt>ready, $25
Call 355-2278

Kenmore washer and dryer. Good
conditio~ $75.00/both. Call 57 4-614

FINANCIAL AID
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID- Stu-

dent Financial Services profiles ove
200,000+ individual scholarships,
grants, loans, and fellowships--from
private & government fundin~
sources. A MUST FOR ANYO~

SEEKINGFREEMONEYFORCOL,
N Academy Blvd.Dept N, Colorado . LEGE! 1-800-263-6495 Ext.F62301.
Springs, Co. 80918
(We are a research & publishing
company)

Earn lOOO's - Home Assembly Jobs.

WANTED
Wanted: Old video games--Atari,
Coleco, Odyssey2,etc. (614) 858-4245.

W

hile we are pleased to serve you with
stories and features regarding students and
campus life, we must stress that the advertising
dollar is the key to a regularly published, quality
newspaper. The University Chronicle is currently ·
undergoing major changes in look~ policy and
structure. As with larger college newspapers, we
are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales rather
than budgeted university funding. Our advertising prices are available and can be given to any·
person or organization seeking ad space with the
University Chronicle. Campus clubs and organizations will be charged specially reduced prices.

Mack W. Shelton, Jr.
UC/ Editor-in-Chief

Pl.ease contact Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis at ext. 2445 for more info.

1993 Kawasaki EX 500 - Excellen
condition. 2000 miles. With helmet
$3,500. Call 574-4075.

C!tftrnniclt .Abutrtising
Jnlicu

Day 1 - Depart from Cincinnati or Columbus Airport. From either

Cost Estimate
Some ofthe following estimates are subject to change due to currency exchange trends and personal spending habits. Nonetheless,
the dollar has a favorable exchange value agrut1$t the Greek Drachma
(currently 260 drachmas/dollar). Some ofthe estimates, however,
like tuition fees and airfare, are more set.

Work on Put-in-Bay for the summer.
Earn $7000.00ormoreworking in the

SASE: Details. 1027 Ginger Ridge
Road, Manchester, Ohio 45144.
Free infonnation!

CENfRAL BAPTIST CHURCH
1646 Highland Avenue
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

Thank you,

.

FOR SALE

Daily wage of$25 will be paid.

(subject to minor revisions)
Fri., Aug. 29(designatedasday 1 below)- Sun., Sept. 7 (day 10)

airport there will be one stopover.
·
Day 2 --Arrive at Athens Airport noon to early afternoon. Check
into hotel, rest, swim, dinner, early to sleep.
Day 3 -- Visit Acropolis, its temples and museum, and surrounding
archaeological sites and ancient theaters. Walk to the temple of
2.eus, and spend the rest ofthe evening in Plaka, Athens' last century's
city section; dinner.
Day 4- Day-trip to Delphi; see the Temple ofApollo, the museum,
and the archaeological site. Return to Athens in time for dinner.
Day 5 -- Day-trip to Sounio along Greece's version of the French
Riviera; visit the Temple ofPoseidon, lunch, swim, dinner~return to
hotel late at night.
Day 6 - Take a ferry-boat from Peireus port to the island of Aegina.
Visit the temple and site of Aphaia, lunch, swim, return to Athens,
dinner.
Day 7 - Travel to Korinth museum anti site, on to Akrokorinth castle,
lunch, and then visit the ancient theater and site ofEpidauros, return
to Athens, dinner.
Day 8 -- Visit the National Parliament, Library, Academy, and ·
Museum. Dinner at my house, meet with frien?5 and relatives.
Day 9 - Free day, shop at the Central Market, walk around
Monastiraki shopping district, climb Lycabettus
swim, pack, early
to sleep.
Day·10-- Early to the airport, return to Columbus or Cincinnati by
late afternoon on Sunday.

EMPLOYMENT

This.paper is.printed on 100%
asbesto§-free paper~at was
created from a lengthy process
that is:legendary in these parts as
being!heiu,osttas!)'lniJofthe
freshest:b!1fley, ~S~d-hops
all stirred into a.savory flavor that
is good for all of God's children.
0
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CHRONIC'I.E Cl,ASSIFIEDS

: .Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find
out if there is a place for you to live off campus? See it in here!
1

: $0. 15 / word to staff and student~ with valid ID.
I $0.20 I word to faculty and alumni with valid ID.
l Photos accompanying ad.. . $1.00 plus pt:loto.

Your ad:

~GALLERY

Original Art & Custom Framing

537 Second StRet

Portsmouth, OH 45662-3805

(614) 353-8689

Dee Russell, Framemahr

name:

---------------- -

M ~ t V. Russell, Oumtr

Tuesday-Friday: 10Lm.- 6p.m.
Saturday: lOa.m.- 4p.m. .

phone number: (.._·_ _,)_ _ _ __ __

Come to the basement of Facilities/ Office Annex,
or call 355-2502 I 355-2278
L ___ _

__ ___ ____ _______ ____ ___ ____ ___

J

- - - - - - - 1ffniutrs1tu Cltqrnniclt - - - - - - - - ,
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STUDENT PROGRAMMING BOARD
·. . & .
.

.

EOFFICE.OF STUDENT ACTIVITIE
PRESENT

~PRINGFEST 17 -

.

. FOOD .
FEATURING
ANO
MIKE ~AY9URN &, ·uNOA PRES~A .
"OLLE'I
ON T"E .
UN1VERSffY ,TR. LAWN·-.
BALL
AT 'fPM .
OURIN
THEO~
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